
Stay Connected and Involved with FNS 
Make a Commitment to End Childhood Hunger 
www.fns.usda.gov/ech/make-a-commitment.html

FNS E-Updates - www.fns.usda.gov/fns/outreach/eupdates

USDA Blog - blogs.usda.gov

FNS Twitter, @USDANutrition - http://twitter.com/#!/USDAnutrition

USDA Facebook - www.facebook.com/USDA

E-Updates is your fun, fast, & healthy source for food and nutrition news.   
E-Updates provides great new stories, videos, and pictures involving FNS 
programs and things related to food and nutrition every week.   
You can also subscribe to our bi-monthly E-updates email at the top of the  
E-Updates page.  Every E-updates email even has a different theme! 

An online commitment drive that encourages organizations and individuals to 
select actions they will take to reduce childhood hunger. Join the growing  
community of people making a commitment to end hunger in communities 
across the nation.  Plus, every time someone makes a commitment to end 
hunger on the website the widget counter ticks up by one more!

By following @USDANutrition on Twitter, not only will you be updated in real 
time on FNS programs and other hot topics, but you will have the  
opportunity to communicate with us, share your ideas, and help spread the 
word by ReTweeting information to your followers.

USDA has an amazing and broad mission that impacts almost every American 
and many others around the world.  The USDA blog is a place where you can 
read stories written by actual USDA staff, including stories by the Agriculture 
Secretary.  The USDA blog allows you to search by category or keyword to 
bring up the stories that most interest you.  “Food and Nutrition” has its own 
category on USDA blog. 

By “liking” the USDA on Facebook, you will be updated on the latest USDA 
news and events happening all over the country.  You can even comment on 
the posts and show how knowledgable you are about agriculture.        
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